


The Arc arm was designed to revolutionise the 
monitor arm industry. With fresh thinking,

we have created something really special. Arc 
balances form and function perfectly, acting as 
a perfect companion to any modern workspace. 

This is the first product within the Arc Workspace 
brand, and we are very excited to be on the verge 

of growing our range of products and radically 
changing the way that people think about 

workplace furniture.

Simplicity in motion
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Arc arm

Arc comes as a standalone item and can be 
installed without the need for any tools.

03 The range

The range

Arc allows the user to effortlessly configure and position their 
ideal screen setup - at the right height, angle and distance for 
the best possible viewing experience and posture.

Arc Duo

Arc's standard dual screen rail allows  for a 
horizontal screen configuration of two 24" 
screens (max).

Arc Flip

Arc's advanced dual screen rail allows 
for a vertical and horizontal screen 
configuration of two 26" screens (max).

Tablet mount

Arc's ipad mount allows the award 
winning arm to mount 9.7" to 12.9" tablets 
of all varieties. 

Laptop stand

Arc's laptop stand allows the award 
winning arm to mount laptops of all 
varieties from 14" to 17".

04 Accessories

Accessories

Arc is extremely versatile and can be combined with any of the 
below accessories to adapt the product to your requirements, 
be it for tablet work or as a laptop stand  - Arc has you covered.

Extension post

Does what it says on the tin. The extension 
post can increase Arc's height by 200mm, 
just slot straight on.

Base options

Arc's range of bases caters for a wide 
range of applications. Choose from two 
clamp designs or a through desk solution.
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Arc is the embodiment of good 
ergonomic design and allows for 
every pivot and angle, matching 
your work flow throughout the day. 
Arc was designed to allow you to 
effortlessly position your screen at the 
ideal height, angle and distance for 
the best possible viewing experience 
and posture. 

We wanted the arm to feel more 
organic, and less mechanical. So 
we took inspiration from naturally 
occuring movement and tried to 
mimic this fluidity. 

We chose materials that were soft 
and warm to the touch so that where 
you interact with the monitor arm it 
doesnt feel oppressive in any way. We 
wanted Arc to encourage interaction 
and movement with its sleek form.

Moves with you
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We identified very quickly that Arc 
needed to be completely intuitive to 
operate.

Using a monitor arm should allow you 
to effortlessly reset your workspace at 
any time in the course of a working 
day. It seemed crazy to us that you 
might need a thick instruction manual 
and 5 Allen keys to do this. One part 
of our solution was to integrate the 
weight setting within the body of the 
arm - the large hand wheel makes 
adjustments a doddle.

Intuitive adjustment
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'Click'

Arc automatically locks your screen in place, just simply 
click and lift to remove. Our patented design lets you 

free a monitor, large or small, without having to hold a 
catch down. This all makes installing a new screen

quick and easy.

10 Arc monitor arm
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Vesa system

Arc is designed to cater for 75mm and 100mm Vesa 
mounts. Arc's unique Vesa head allows you to retro 

fit almost any screen. Simply screw the Vesa head to 
the back of the screen and click on to the arm! It's 
asymmetric design means that the screen can be 

installed side-on or from the top - ready to pivot and 
twist into your desired position.
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Look and feel

Often the design of display support products 
either favour aesthetics or engineering, 

creating an imbalance between form and 
function. We wanted to better combine these 

disciplines in order to create an innovative, 
beautifully crafted and easy to use piece of 

workplace equipment.

14 Arc monitor arm
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Cable management

Cables flow from the screen to table, neatly 
contained along the full length of the monitor arm 
for a clean and uncompromised look. Lift the cover 
to reveal the hand adjuster and cable routing. 
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19 Tech specification

Maximum/ minimum height

Arm Technical specification

Arm weight limit: 10kg/ 22lbs
Worktop edge to screen back: 95mm
Install tools: None required 

Maximum/ minimum reach

  
497 mm

  145 mm

522 mm 95 mm

20 Tech specification

Base options

Arc's base options cater for a wide range of desk set-
ups including through desk solutions and edge clamp 
solutions that are retrofittable. 

Grommet

The grommet lets you pass cables through 
your worksurface.

Hole dia: 100mm
Worktop Min/ Max: 15mm - 57mm

Surface clamp

The surface clamp is perfect for sliding 
worktops and desks with cable trays.

Min worktop thickness: 25mm
Max worktop thickness: 29mm

Edge clamp

The edge clamp is great for retro fitting the 
Arc arm in small spaces. Comes in two pieces.

Min worktop thickness: 10mm
Max worktop thickness: 57mm

Through post

The through post provides a base for Arc with 
a very small footprint.

Hole dia: 3 x 6mm 
Worktop Min/ Max: 15mm - 52mm
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We designed Arc Flip to make 
swapping between one and two 
screens effortless. Arc Flip attaches 
directly to the arm without the need 
for any different products or tools. 
Allowing you to swap to a dual screen 
set-up within seconds.

Arc Flip’s intelligent design means 
that flipping between horizontal and 
vertical is simple. A click and switch 
clip on the back allows you to rotate 
the dual rail with just your hands. No 
Allen keys or other tools required.

Mounting two screens of varying sizes 
up to 26" is also an option and Arc 
Flip allows you to even mount one 
screen in landscape whilst the other is 
portrait. 

Arc Flip
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Intuitive telescopic adjustment

The adjuster wheel and built in glide mechanism 
enables you to effortlessly position Arc Flip, ready 
for your dual screen set-up. Once your screens are 
clipped on, simply push together to get a snug fit.

24 Arc Flip
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We designed Arc Duo, not as a 
successor to Arc Flip but as an 
alternative product which is both 
simplified and refined. Its smooth 
black anodised finish compliments 
that of the Arc arm and will fit in well 
with any working environment.

Arc Flip also attaches directly to the 
Arc arm without the need for any 
other products or tools. This enables 
you to swap to a dual screen set-up 
within seconds.

Load the Arc Duo with two screens 
- up to 24" in a horizontal screen set-
up. Its intelligent internal rail system 
allows you to effortlessly slide your 
screens into position.

Arc Duo
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Effortlessly switch to two screens

Duo's intelligent system allows you to slide your screens 
along the rail, creating your ideal screen configuration. 
Simply click your screen on to the VESA head and 
position to your liking.
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Maximum/ minimum pitch

Technical specification Arc Flip

Arc Flip weight limit: 8kg/ 17.5Lbs
Worktop edge to screen back: 175mm
Install tools: None required 

Maximum/ minimum reach

602 mm 175 mm

30 Tech specification

Maximum/ minimum pitch

Technical specification Arc Duo

Arm weight limit: 8kg/ 17.5lbs
Worktop edge to screen back: 179mm
Install tools: None required 

Maximum/ minimum reach

574 mm

250 mm
550 mm

179 mm
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Accessories

Arm weight limit: 10kg/ 22lbs
Worktop edge to screen front: 95mm
Install tools: None required 

Tablet mount

Arc's ipad mount allows the award 
winning arm to mount 9.7" to 12.9" tablets 
of all varieties. 

Laptop stand

Arc's laptop stand allows the award 
winning arm to mount laptops from 14" 
to 17" of all varieties. 

Extension post

Does what it says on the tin. The extension 
post can increase Arc's height by 200mm, 
just slot straight on.
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Movement is key in a dynamic and 
modern working environment and the 
ergonomic benefits of having a dynamic 
monitor arm are immense. We knew 
that we needed to look at what was 
currently available and radically re think 
this to create something unique and 
inspiring. 

Arc came from the need for better 
workplace ergonomics. It also needed to 
be aesthetically pleasing and intuitive to 
use, encouraging user interaction rather 
than being a mechanical and 
oppressive tool.

After investigating posture and studying 
movement in the workplace, we felt 
that we needed to design something 
that would move effortlessly without 
the need for tools so that the user could 
make adjustments throughout the day. 
The integrated weight setting adjuster 
within the body of the arm means that 
all tweaks can be made by hand. Simple.

We also identified very quickly that 
Arc needed to come straight from the 
box and build together intuitively. The 
point of a monitor arm is to be able 
to effortlessly reset your workspace 
throughout a working day, so it seemed 
crazy to us that you might need a thick 
instruction manual and 5 Allen keys to 
do this.

Design story



Contact us

Arrange a visit to any of our showrooms where our expert 
staff will be on hand to talk you through the features and 
benefits of the Arc monitor arm.

London

2nd Floor, 
Landmark House, 
69 Leadenhall Street, 
London
+44 (0) 207 480 1320
hello@arcworkspace.com

Hong Kong

12th Floor
40-44 Wyndham Street,
Central,
Hong Kong
+852 2858 4411
hello@arcworkspace.com

Beijing

1306 Boning Garden,
No 6 Zaoying 
Beilchaoyang District, 
100026,
Beijing
hello@arcworkspace.com

New York

10th Floor,
461 Park Avenue South,
10016,
New York
+1 212 840 3322
hello@arcworkspace.com

Chicago

222 Merchandise Mart,
Suite 10-168,
IL 60654,
Chicago
+1 312 507 1297
hello@arcworkspace.com



About Arc Workspace

Arc Workspace was created as a sub division within 
SBFI Group. It and its staff are completely focused 
on the monitor arm industry, using the experience 
gained from decades of designing high performance 
trade floor furniture and ergonomic equipment. We 
are now targeting the A&D community with fresh 
designs and thinking. 

We feel that we have designed a monitor arm that 
is currently un-rivaled in terms of its aesthetics 
and function. Arc is something that is really special 
and will compliment any contemporary workplace 
perfectly. With clean lines, integrated cable 
management and the highest weight rating in its 
class, Arc re-defines the monitor arm and sets a new 
standard for workplace ergonomics.

With bold plans for the Arc Workspace brand, we are 
excited to grow our range of products which support 
our core mission, which is to change the way that 
people think about workplace furniture.
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